GZNUS   IRRITABILE
of The Bodley Head in its earliest days.     It is a small,
slim quarto volume, bound in pale green buckram and
beautifully printed by R. Folkard & Son, of Devonshire
Street, Queen Square, whose very colophon is a delight
to the  eye.    The title-page  is  lettered  and  decorated
with a wreath of wild-flowers by an artist whose name
does not appear in the advertisement, but whom I take
to be  Illingworth Kay.     It is a pity that publishing,
which has now degenerated into a blatant commercial
affair—publishers being like rival showmen, each trying
to  out-shout  and  out-bid  his   competitors—could  not
have remained the thing it was in the early and middle
Nineties.    I wonder if a publisher who went back to
the ways of Mathews and Lane, as they were in those
days, would have any chance of surviving.     I am told
definitely that he would not.     I am not so sure.     I do
not think taste  and  a  sense of proportion, of mesure^
are quite dead in the world.    The awkward thing is
that, from the nature of the case, such a publisher could
not get into touch with the public he desired by means
of advertisement, for they are of the few that do not
pay very much attention to advertisement.    He would
have to go out and find them, even as John Lane did.
John Lane was indeed, as Le Gallienne said, a father
and a brother to his poets.    They were a band of en-
gaging fellows, but they were not always easy to get on
with.    They were fiery spirits, quick to take offence at
trifles, and, quicker still, at nothing.    One never quite
knew, with any of them, when a sudden squall would
spring up, still less what had brought it on.    Usually
the clouds passed as quickly as they had come.
Not only were they easily moved to wrath, but they
were terribly reckless in the matter of finance. They
held, with Lamb's friend Bigod, that 'money kept longer
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